URGENT: We Must Do the Anti-War RTR's [Until New Notice]

Post by HP. Hoodedcobra666
Fri Apr 07, 2017 4:47 am

Before it is too late, since America has bombed the base from which the chemical attack happened.

[Link]

This is serious. This must not escalate. This is going against Syria. It's obvious, the jews want to force their expansions again.

The Anti-War RTRs need to be spammed incessantly. ALL OF US MUST SPAM THEM INCESSANTLY… What we do will be very decisive right now.

This is very serious. The situation in there, means basically, if it escalates, it can get real grim. For explaining the geopolitical situation, I found a perfect picture online, posted below.

We will be watching to see how this goes. **UNTIL NEW NOTICE, WE WILL NOT RETURN TO THE OTHER SCHEDULE THAT WAS POSTED HOURS EARLIER.**

We need to do the Anti-War RTR's.

The schedule that was posted earlier **[we will continue this if things return to a seeming normal]**:

[Link]

The Rituals we need to be doing NOW:

[Link]

[Link]

[Link]

[Link]

For understanding better the physical situation… Look below:
Israel Strongly Condemns Syria Chemical Attack, Calls on World to Intervene

Israel captured from Syria in 1967, then annexed in 1981

Huge oil discovery in Golan Heights - Israeli media

- RT - 07-10-2015
A big oil deposit has been found in the Israeli-occupied Golan Heights, with enough reserves to last Israel for decades, according to the

Potentially game-changing oil reserves discovered in Israel

Fox News - 08-10-2015
Still too soon to determine production potential of Golan Heights oil

Jerusalem Post Israel News - 07-10-2015

Geologist Reports Major Oil Find in Israel, Firm Stays Mum

Haaretz - 07-10-2015

Huge Oil Discovery on the Golan Heights

The Jewish Press - 07-10-2015
EU to cut gas dependency on Russia with Israel pipeline

Israel and several EU nations have pledged to move forward with a Mediterranean gas project, aiming to pump natural gas from Israel to Europe through the longest undersea pipeline ever built.
31/... Israeli settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and in the occupied Syrian Golan

The International Criminal Court.

Aware that Israeli settlement activities involve, inter alia, the transfer of nationals of the occupying Power into the occupied territories, the confiscation of land, the forcible displacement of Palestinian civilians, including Bedouin families, the exploitation of natural resources, the conduct of economic activity for the benefit of the occupying Power, the disruption of the livelihood of protected persons, the de facto annexation of land and other actions against the Palestinian civilian population and the civilian population in the occupied Syrian Golan that are contrary to international law.

[...]

...Call upon all States not to provide Israel with any assistance to be used specifically in connection with settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and in the occupied Syrian Golan.

Expressing its concern at the failure of Israel, the occupying Power, to cooperate fully with the relevant United Nations mechanisms, in particular the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian territories occupied since 1967.

1. Reaffirms that the Israeli settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and in the occupied Syrian Golan are illegal and an obstacle to peace and economic and social development.

2. Demands that Israel, the occupying Power, immediately cease all settlement activities in all the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and in the occupied Syrian Golan; and calls in this regard for the full implementation of all relevant resolutions of the Security Council, including, inter alia, resolutions 446 (1979) of 22 March 1979, 452 (1979) of 20 July 1979, 465 (1980) of 1 March 1980, 476 (1980) of 30 June 1980 and 1515 (2003) of 19 November 2003;

3. Condemns the continuing settlement and related activities by Israel, including the expansion of settlements, the expropriation of land, the demolition of houses, the confiscation and destruction of property, the expulsion and displacement of Palestinians, including entire communities and the construction of bypass roads, which change the physical character and demographic composition of the occupied territories, including East Jerusalem and the Syrian Golan; and constitute a violation of the Fourth Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949, and in particular article 49 thereof;
8. **Calls upon Israel, the occupying Power**

(a) To reverse the settlement policy in the occupied territories, including East Jerusalem and the Syrian Golan, and, as a first step towards the dismantlement of the settlement enterprise, to stop immediately the expansion of existing settlements, including so-called natural growth and related activities, to prevent any new installation of settlers in the occupied territories, including in East Jerusalem, and to discard its “E-1” plan;

(b) To cease the exploitation damage, cause of loss on depletion and endangerment of the natural resources of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and of the occupied Syrian Golan.

---

**REUTERS**

**WORLD NEWS** Sun Feb 14, 2016 | 2:27pm GMT

Israel pessimistic on Syria ceasefire, talks up sectarian partition

By Dan Williams | JERUSALEM

Israel voiced doubt on Sunday that an international ceasefire plan for Syria would succeed, suggesting a sectarian partition of the country was inevitable and perhaps preferable.

Ram Ben-Barak, director-general of Israel’s Intelligence Ministry, described partition as “the only possible solution”.

“I think that ultimately Syria should be turned into regions, under the control of whoever is there,” he told Israel’s Army Radio, arguing that Assad’s minority Alawite sect had no way to heal its schism with the Sunni Muslim majority.

Addressing the conference after he met European counterparts and Jordan’s King Abdullah, Israeli Defence Minister Moshe Yaalon said he was “very pessimistic” about the truce’s prospects.

“Unfortunately we are going to face chronic instability for a very, very long period of time,” he said.

“And part of any grand strategy is to avoid the past, saying we are going to unify Syria. We know how to make an omelette from an egg. I don’t know how to make an egg from an omelette.”

Referring to some of the warring sects, Yaalon added: “We should realise that we are going to see enclaves - ‘Alawistan’, ‘Syrian Kurdistan’, ‘Syrian Druistan’. They might cooperate or fight each other.”
French Jews are converting to Islam and even joining ISIS

According to reports from Jewish leaders in France, there is concern about a rise in conversions to Islam from within the Jewish community.


Syrian president Assad poses bigger threat than Isis, warns thinktank

Western allies flee from hard choices in Syria and fail to realise extent of threat posed by Assad regime, says International Institute for Strategic Studies

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/15/syrian-president-bashar-al-assad-bigger-threat-than-isis
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